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The unique equilibriumsolution to a game in which a continuum of individualemployerschoose permanentwage offers and a continuumof workers search by sequentiallysamplingfrom the set of offers is characterized. Wage dispersion is a robust outcome provided that workers search while employedas well as when unemployed.The uniquenondegenerateequilibrium distributionof wage offers is constructedfor three cases:(i) identicalworkers and employers,(ii) identicalemployersand an atomlessdistributionof worker supply prices, and (iii) identicalworkersand an atomless distributionof job productivities.



1.



INTRODUCTION



Empirical research has documented that inter-industryand cross-employerwage differentials exist, are stable, and cannot be explained by observable differences in worker or job characteristicsthat might require compensation. Why should workers of apparentlyequal ability be paid differently on similarjobs? Many have attempted to provide an explanation. Some writers have argued that workers sort on nonobservableability in ways that explain the data without contradictingfirst principles of competitive market analysis, for example, Murphy and Topel (1987). Others appeal to alternative theory with 'efficiency' and 'fair' wage-type arguments, for example, Kreuger and Summers (1987a, 1987b). Utilizing equilibrium sequential search theory, several different authors have provided insights into how a dispersed wage equilibriumcan exist, or more precisely, how difficult it is to generate dispersed wages as an equilibrium phenomena. (See, for example, Diamond 1971, Albrecht and Axell 1984, and Burdett and Judd 1983.) Here we show that persistent wage differentials are *
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consistent with strategicwage formation in an environmentcharacterizedby market friction with and without observable heterogeneity across workers and jobs.1 In the environment studied, workers randomly search employers for a job that pays a higher wage while employed and an acceptable wage when unemployed, whereas each employer posts a wage conditional on the search behavior of workers and the wages offered by other firms. Given the wages offered by all others and the distributionof worker reservationwage rates, the labor force available to a specific employer evolves in response to the employer'swage. The higher the wage the larger the steady-state labor force, because higher wage firms attract more workers from and lose fewer workers to other employers. The resulting labor supply relation determines the profit of each employer conditional on the wages offered by other employers and the reservationwages demanded by workers. This profit function is the payoff in a 'wage posting' game played by employers. We show that the unique noncooperative steady-state equilibrium to the game can be characterized by a nondegenerate distribution of wage offers even when all workers and jobs are respectively identical if a relatively natural condition holds-the arrivalrate of job offers experienced by all workers is strictlypositive but finite. As the arrivalrate of job offers tends to infinite, the competitive equilibriumresults in the limit. However, if employed workers do not receive job offers but unemployedworkersface a strictly positive but finite arrival rate of offers, all employers offer the monopsony wage, that is, the monopsony equilibriumobtains. Wage dispersion exists in equilibrium even when workers are equally productive in all jobs. Three further strong predictions also follow from this simplest version of the model. First, more experienced workers and those with more tenure are more likely to be found in higher paying jobs. Second, there is a positive association between the labor force size and the wage paid. Finally, there is also a negative relationship between wage offers and quit rates across employers. Several extensions of the basic frameworkare explored. The presence of search frictions in the form of lags in the arrivalof information about the availabilityand terms of job offers unifies the labor market models analyzed. Each model presented is related to a perfectly competitive counterpartin a naturalway in the sense that its solution converges to the competitive equilibrium as frictions vanish. However, the characteristics of equilibrium when frictions are present provide novel theoretical insights and new empirical predictions. The first model, the pure wage dispersion case analyzedin Section 2, is too simple to address all of the framework'sempirical and policy implicationsof interest. In the first extension, introduced and studied in Section 3, all jobs are equally productive but workers differ with respect to opportunity costs of employment. In this case, equilibriumunemploymentexceeds that associatedwith the operation of an efficient job-worker matching process as some matches that yield gains from trade fail to form. The unemployment inefficiency arising in this case is attributableto monopsony power, which accrues to wage-setting employers when frictions are present.
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The origin of this paper is Burdett and Mortensen (1989). We also extend arguments made in Burdett (1990) and Mortensen (1990).
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Hence, a mandated minimumwage reduces inefficient unemploymentand increases the wage earned by all workers. In Section 4 employer heterogeneity is introduced. First, we consider the case where there are two types of employer;high productivityand low productivityones. Any worker employed by a high productivity employer generates more marginal revenue flow than a worker employed by a low productivityemployer, by assumption. In this case, more productive employers offer higher wage rates and hire more workers in equilibrium, a result that reinforces the implication that wages offered increase with labor force size in equilibrium.In the second extension, we consider a continuum of employer productivity types. The relationship between the given distribution of productivitytypes and the resulting equilibriumdistributionof wage offers is explored. 2.



PURE WAGE DISPERSION



Suppose a large fixed number of both employers and workers participate in a labor market, formallya continuum of each. The measure of workers is indicated by m, whereas the measure of employers is normalized to equal the number 1. In the initial model considered, all workers and all firms are respectivelyidentical. The decision problem faced by a worker is considered first. At a moment in time, each worker is either unemployed (state 0) or employed (state 1). At random time intervals, however, a worker receives information about a new or alternative job opening. Allowing the arrival rate to depend on a worker's current state, let A1, i E {0, 1), representing the parameter of a Poisson arrivalprocess, denote the arrival rate of offers while a worker is currentlyoccupyingstate i. As workers are assumed to randomlysearch among employers, an offer is assumed to be the realization of a random draw from F, the distribution of wage offers across employers. Workers must respond to offers as soon as they arrive;there is no recall. As jobs are identical apart from the wage associated with them, employed workers move from lower to higher payingjobs as the opportunityarises. Workers also move from employment to unemployment as well as from job to job. In particular, job-worker matches are destroyed at an exogenous positive rate 8. Any unemployed worker receives utility flow b per instant. All agents discount future income at rate r. Given the framework briefly outlined above, the expected discounted lifetime income when a worker is unemployed, V0, can be expressed as the solution to the asset pricing equation



(1)



rVo = b + AO[max(Vo, V(xc)1 dF(G) - /o].



In other words, the opportunitycost of searchingwhile unemployed, the interest on its asset value, is equal to income while unemployed plus the expected capital gain attributableto searching for an acceptable job where acceptance occurs only if the value of employment, V1(w), exceeds that of continued search. Similarly, the
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expected lifetime income of a worker currentlyemployed at wage rate w solves



(2) rWl(w) = w + Al lmax V1(w), V1(x) I - V1(w) dF( i) + 8 [ Vo-V1( w)] . As V1() is increasingin w whereas VOis independent of it, a reservationwage, R, exists such that (3)



V1(w) tVO asw;R



where V1(R)= V. The above, plus equations (1) and (2), and an integrationby parts imply.2



(4)



R-b = [AO-A1]l



[V1(x)-VO] dF(x)



= [AO- A1J VZl(x)[1-F(x)] dx - r L [Ao



1J



- F(x) ~~~1 [ r + 8 + A(1 -F(x))



A



Keeping the analysis as simple as possible, we consider the special case where r is small relative to the offer arrival rate when unemployed. In particular, letting r/AO -O 0 implies that (4) can be written as



(5)



R -b = [ko-k1]f



[]



1



4



F()]]



]



where (6)



ko= Ao/8 and k1 = A1/8



represents the ratios of state-dependent arrivalrates to the job separation rate.3 Given the reservation wage, the flows of workers into and out of unemployment can be easily specified. Let u denote the steady-state number of workers unemployed. In the steady state, the flow of workers into employment, AO[1-F(R)]u, equals the flow from employment to unemployment, 8(m - u), and therefore (7)



U



2



m 1 +kO[1-F(R)]



The detailsof the derivationcan be found in Mortensenand Neuman(1987). matterhow small,(4) holds and therefore(5) holds as the limit.Of course,at r = 0, there are manyotheroptimizingstrategies,none of whichare of particular interest. 3 For everystrictlypositive r/AO,no
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Given an initial allocation of workers to firms, the number of employed workers receiving a wage no greater than w at time t, G(w, t)(m - u(t)), can be calculated, where G(w, 0 is the proportion of employed workers at t receiving a wage no greater than w, and u(t) is the measure of unemployed at t. Its time derivativecan be written as (8)



dG(w, t)(m - u(t))/dt = AOmax{F(w) - F(R), 0}u(t) -



[8+ A1(1 - F(w))]G(w,



t)(m - u(t)).



The first term on the right-hand-side of (8) describes the flow at time t of unemployed workers into firms offering a wage no greater than w, whereas the second term represents the flow out into unemploymentand into higher payingjobs, respectively. The unique steady-state distribution of wages earned by employed workers can be written as (9)(9)



G~~~~w)= ~= [F(w) 1 -F(R)]/[1F(w))-F(R)] G(w) +kl(1-



by virtue of (7) and (8) for all w ? R. In what follows, attention is focused on steady-state behavior. The steady-state number of workers earning a wage in the interval [w - e, w] is represented by [G(w) - G(w - 0)](1 - u), while F(w) - F(w - e) is the measure of firms offering a wage in the same interval. Thus, the measure of workersper firm earning a wage w can be expressed as 1(wJR F)= I(Wl, F)=



imG(w)



lio



- G(w - e)



( F(W) - F(w - e)



Therefore, (10) (10)



1(w JR,F) = mkO[1+ k1(l - F(R))] /[1 + ko(1 - F(R))] (wRF [1 + k1(l -F(w))] [1 + k1(l -F(w-))]



if w ? R and 1(w IR,F) = 0, if w < R, where F(w) =F(w-)



+v(w)



given v(w) is the fraction, or mass, of firms offering wage w. Thus, (10) specifies the steady-state number of workers available to a firm offering any particular wage, conditional on the wages offered by other firms, represented by the distribution function F, and the workers reservationwage R. From (10) it follows immediately that 1( IR,F) (for w 2 R) is (i) increasingin w; (ii) continuous except where F has a mass point; and (iii) strictly increasing on the support of F and a constant on any connected interval off the support of F. Firm behavior is now considered. Let p denote the flow of revenue generated per employed worker. Hence, an employer'ssteady-state profit given the wage offer w
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can be written as (p - w)l(w IR,F).4 Conditional on R and F, each employer is assumed to post a wage that maximizes its steady-state profit flow, that is, an optimal wage offer solves the following problem: Tr= max(p-w)l(wIR,F).



(11)



w



An equilibriumsolution to the searchand wage-postinggame outlined above can be described by a triple (RF, IT), such that R, the common reservation wage of unemployed workers, satisfies (5), iT satisfies (11), and F is such that (12)



(p



-



w)l(wlR,F)



=



Tr



for all won support of F



(p



-



w)l(wlR,F)







ir



otherwise.



Our first task is to establish the existence of a unique equilibriumsolution. To rule out the trivial, assume oc >p > b > 0 that is, the productivityof workers is greater than the common opportunity cost of employment. Further, and this is a more critical restriction, assume oo> ki > 0, i = 0, 1. The role this restriction plays is discussed later. Let w and-w denote the infimum and supremumof the support of an equilibrium F (given one exists). The first thing to note is that no employerwill offer a wage less than R in an equilibrium as any employer offering such a wage would have no employees. Hence, without loss of generality, we consider only those distribution functions which have w ? R. Before establishing existence of a unique equilibrium,noncontinuous wage offer distributions are first ruled out as possibilities.5 As stated previously, l(w IR,F) is discontinuous at w = wi if and only if wi is a mass point of F and w' ? R. This implies any employer offering a wage slightlygreater than wi, a mass point where R < wi< p, has a significantly larger steady-state labor force and only a slightly smaller profit per worker than an employer offering wi as (p - w) is continuous in w. Hence, any wage just above wi yields a greater profit. If there were a mass of F at wi? p, all firms offering such a wage make a nonpositive profit. However, any firm offering a wage slightly lower than p will make a strictly positive profit as it still attracts a positive steady-state labor force. In short, offering a wage equal to a mass point w cannot be profit maximizingin the sense of (12). Note, this conclusion rules out a singlemarketwage as an equilibriumpossibility. As noncontinuous offer distributionshave been ruled out, (10) implies that (13)



1( wIR, F) = mko/(1 + ko)(1 + k1)



independent of the wage offered as long as w 2 R. This, of course, implies the employer offering the lowest wage in the market will maximizeits profit flow if and only if (14)



w=R.



4Steady-state profit is the appropriatecriterion in the limiting case as r/AO-> 0, which is assumedfor simplicity.See Cole (1997)for an analysisof the discountedcase. 5For a more detailedversionof the argument,see Burdettand Mortensen(1989).
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At any equilibriumevery offer must yield the same steady-state profit, which equals T=



(15)



(p - R)mko/(l + ko)(l + kj) = (p - w)l(wlR, F)



for all w in the support of F by equation (13). As w = R, equations (10) and (15) imply that the unique candidate for F is (16)



F(W)= [1k



][1(-



/]



)p



Substituting(16) into (5) yields



[rOk1[]-R 1+(1 F(2X) [ -l =R ] [ (dx l)[



1k1] j [k,



]|



)_]



1 -kF \x p -R 1+kl



((p-R



J )



However, recognizing that F(G) = 1, manipulationof equation (16) yields p-W = ( p-R)/(1



(17)



+ kj)2



so that



R(b



+kl



)



Equivalently, (18)



R= (1+k1)2b+(ko-kl)klp (1 + k1)2 + (ko - kj)k,



Equations (17) and (18) imply the support of the only equilibriumcandidate, [R, w], is nondegenerate and lies strictly below p. Therefore, profit on the support, 7r, is strictlypositive.6 To complete the proof that equations (14), (16), (17), and (18) characterize the unique equilibrium, we need only show that no wage off the support of the candidate F yields higher profits. Profits from offers less those on the support 6At this stage, one can endogenizethe relativemeasureof firmsas reflectedin m, the measure of workersper firm,by assumingthe existenceof a positivefixedcost c > 0 and invokingfree entry, i.e.,



7T=



(p - R)mko/(l + k0Xl + kj) = c. All relationships derived above hold in this case as well.



Specifically,R is independentof m and thereforeis independentof c givenfree entry.
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attract no workers and therefore yield zero profits, whereas a wage offer greater than-w, the supremum of the support, attractsno more workersthan 1(-wIR,F), and hence yields a lower profit. Hence, the claim is established. The equilibriumwage offer distributionderived here contrasts sharplywith both the competitive Bertrand solution and Diamond's (1971) monopsony solution to the wage-posting game. Still, both are limiting cases. Specifically, as k1 tends to zero, (17) implies that the highest wage in the market goes to R. Further,(18) implies an unemployed worker's reservation wage, R, converges to the opportunity cost of employment, b. Hence, Diamond's solution is obtained in this limit. Allowing the possibility that employed workers receive alternativeoffers and move from lower to higher paying jobs resolves the paradoxical nature of Diamond's (1971) solution. Finally, the equilibriumwage distributionG limits to a mass point at p, the value of revenue product, as frictions vanish in the sense that k1 tends to infinity. As ko tends to infinity as well, the steady-state unemployment rate tends to zero. Hence, the competitive equilibrium is the limiting solution when frictions vanish in the sense that offer arrivalrates tend to infinity when employed and not. A critical feature of the model is the positive relationshipbetween the wage offer and employer labor force size it implies. As the voluntary quit rate, AF(w), decreases with the wage offer, larger firms experience lower quit rates. Because workers only switch employers in response to a higher wage offer, workers with either more experience or tenure are more likely to be earning a higher wage. 3.



HETEROGENEOUS WORKERS



Here we extend the basic model by allowing workers to value leisure differently. Assume all job-worker matches are equally productiveas before. Workers,however, differ in how they value nonemployment. In particular, let H(b) denote the proportion of workers whose opportunitycost of employment is no greater than b. Assume H is continuous and let b and b indicate the infimum and supremumof its support. To simplify the analysis, assume that the arrival rate is independent of employment status, that is, AO= A1= A, so that the reservation wage of a type b worker is R = b. In this case, the steady-state measure of unemployed workers willing to accept a wage offer less than or equal to x conditional on the wage offer distribution F is (19)



u(xIF)



=



j



dH(b)



5 + A[i-F(b)]



since the unemployment rate of worker of type b is 8/(0 + A[1- F(b)]) and the density of type b is mdH(b). Let the steady-state number of workers employed by employers offering a wage no greater than w be given by G(w)(m - u), where u = u(b IF) is total unemployment. In a steady-state the flow of workers leaving employers offering a wage no greater than w equals the flow of workers entering such employers, (20)



(8+ A[1-F(w)])(m



- u(b IF))G(w)



=



A



[F(w)-F(x)]



du(xIF),
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where du(b IF) is the measure of unemployed workerswith reservationwage b and F(w) - F(b) is the probability that an offer received by a type b worker is acceptable and less than or equal to w. Solving (20) yields k (21)



[F(w) -F(x)]du(xIF)



G(w) (m - u(b IF)) =



1 +k[1 -F(w)]



where k = A/8. As [1 + k(1 - F(x))] du(xlF) = mdH(x) from (19), the steady-state number of workers available to an employer offering wage w given the offer distribution F can be written as (22)



l(w, F)



kmH(w)



(m - u(7 IF)) dG(w)



[ + k[l -F(w)



dF(w)



]]2



at least when F is continuous.7 In this case, an equilibriumsolution to the searchand wagepostinggame is a triple (R, F, ir) composed of a reservation wage function R(b) = b from (5), a maximal profit 7ras defined by (11), and an offer distribution F that satisfies (23)



(p



-



w)l(w,F) =r



for all w on the support of F



(p - w) l(w, F) < 7r otherwise. Equations (23) and (22) imply (24)



7r= (p - w)kmH(w)/[1 = (p - w)kmH(w)/[1



+ k]2 + k[1 - F(w)]]2



where w is the infimum of the support of F. Thus, all candidates for F must satisfy (25) (25)



F( ) [ ~1+ k'][ F(w)=[k1[l-[



(p - w)H(w)] ;4]



|



for all w on its support. Of course, in the case where workers have the same opportunitycost of employment (25) reduces to (16). Let F represent a candidate for an equilibriumoffer distributionand let w, and wh indicate the infimum and supremumof its support. We have established that (25) describes F on its support. We now characterize the support of an equilibrium distributionof offers. For this purpose, define (26)



4b(w,H) = (p - w)H(w).



7Noncontinuous wage offer distributionscan be ruledout as an equilibriumphenomenautilizing argumentsessentiallythe same as those used in the previoussection.
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Note, 4(, F), which is equal to monopsony profit were there only one employer, is continuous in w as HO is continuous. Assume that H(b) > 0 for some b  0. Further, O(w, H) = 0 if w < b and 4(w, H) 


We show that the support of the unique equilibriumwage offer distribution is characterizedby the following three conditions: (i) w, = w where w is the largest wage that satisfies (27)



w= argmax{4(w,H)}. w



(ii) Wh=



where ii is the largest wage that satisfies



i



,k(WH)



(28)' (28)



1 _



[1+ H) d?~~~~~((w,



k]2'



(iii) w e support {F) if and only if w < w < w-and 4(w, H) > 4(w', H) for all w' > w.



(29) Suppose w, < w. As



T(w



H



)



ko(wj, H) [1 +k]2



ko(w, H)



ko(w, H)



[1 +k]2



[1 +k(l -F(w))]2



an employer'ssteady-state profit at wage w is greater than at w, which violates the profit maximizationcondition (23). Now assume w, > w. As H k(w) = 7r~w, (W, )



H)



-[ 1+k ]2



k






H)



[1+k ]2



H),



the lowest priced firm can make more steady-state profit offering w than wl, the profit maximization condition (23) is again violated. As kb(w1, H) = ir(Wh, H), condition (ii) is implied by (24). The offer w in the support {F) =w w < w ? ~Tis a corollary of (i) and (ii) and the profit maximizationcondition. Now, if there exists a w' > w where w < w < wi and O(w, H) < O(w', H), then w is not profit maximizing,that is, (p -w)l(w,



F)







ko(w, F) [1 +k[1 -F(w)]]2



ko(w', F) [1 + k[1 - F(w')]]2



P



TWF



from (23), (26), and (25). Finally, if w < wI and both are profit maximizing then O(w, F)> 4(w', F) because w' attracts more workers and both yield the same profit. Hence, condition (iii) holds.
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When workers are heterogenous with respect to the opportunitycost of employment, wage dispersion implies that some efficient matches do not form in the sense that the wage offered is less than the reservation wage, even though the worker's contribution to employer revenue exceeds the worker'sopportunitycost of employment. For the sake of the argument,let frictional unemploymentbe defined as the level that prevails if every employer were to offer marginalrevenue product, p, and every worker with opportunity cost of employment less or equal to that of the competitive wage, b < p, were to form a match when an opportunity arises. Total unemployment minus frictional unemployment is then a measure of inefficient unemployment in the sense that it reflects failures to capture all gains from trade. The steady-state density of workers of type b who are unemployed is mdH(b)/(1 + k[1 - F(b)]), whereas the frictional unemployment density is mdH(b)/(1 + k) provided that p ? b. As efficiency requires that only those workers with an opportunity cost of employment b less than or equal to the value of marginalproduct p participate and the lower support of the wage offer distribution w is bounded below by the lower support of the distributionof opportunitycosts of employment b, total equilibrium inefficient unemployment,given offer distribution F, is appropriatelydefined as



(30)



1+



lb



k(1 - F(b)) (p-



1



w)H(b) 1



( p - w) H( b)



1+k w



L(p -



+k]



w)H(w)



Hb)



1/2



j



after substitution from equation (25) for F. Given a differentiable distributionof worker types H(b), the lower support of the wage offer distribution F(w) satisfied the first-ordercondition (31)



pW(w,H)



=



[(p



-



w)H'(w) -H(w)]m



=



O by (27).



As the solution is the monopsony wage, b < w 
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wage even though atomistic wage competition, not classic monopsony in the formal sense of one buyer, characterizes the market structure.8 The result is the consequence of monopsonistic competition conditions generated by the existence of search friction. 4.



JOB PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENTIALS



Consider the case of identical workers and two types of employers, one more productive than the other. In particular,let pi denote a type i employer'srevenue flow per worker, i E {1, 2), and assume P2 > Pi* The fraction of employers that have a high productivityis indicated by o-. Given all other aspects of the model are as presented in the previous section, an equilibrium in this case can be described by (F1, F2, R, iiT, ir2), where R, is the (common to all workers) reservation wage satisfying (5), Fi, an offer distributionof type i employers, i = 1,2, and (32)



(pi



-



w)l(wIR, F)



=



7ri, on supportof F



(pi - w)l(wIR, F) < 7ri, otherwise where the market distribution,F, is the following mixture: F(w) = (1



(33)



-



o)Fl(w) + uF2(w).



Existence of such an equilibriumcan be established using argumentssimilarto those used in Section 2. A critical characteristic of an equilibrium in this case is that more productive employers offer higher wages. Formally, we claim that w2 ? w1 if wi is on the support of Fi, i =1, 2. This follows as (34)



T2=(P2-W2)l(w2IRF) >



2 (P2-w1)l(w1IR,F)



(p, - wj1)twj JR,F) = 7r 2 (P1- W2)1( W21R,F)



where the first inequality and last inequality are implied by (32). Comparing the difference between the first and last terms of (34) with the difference between the middle two yields the inequality (P2-p1)l(w2IR,F)2(P2-pl)l(wuIR,F). This inequality and the fact that 1( IR,F) is increasingin w imply W2? w1 as claimed. It follows that F1 and F2 can be written as (35)



Fi(w) = [l +k



(-) Pi



]



on its support [wi, ii3), i = 1, 2. wy = R, where R satisfies (5) w1 = w2, where p, - V1= (p1 - w1)/(1 + k1)2 P2-W2=(P22-W2)/(1+k1) 8



)2



Still,the resultis globalonlyin the constantreturnscase.
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There are several relatively obvious implicationsof the above result. As the more productive employers offer higher wages, they have larger workforces, make more profit, and keep workers longer than less productive firms. Thus, the existence of productivity differences and matching friction together provide an explanation for the persistence in cross-firmand inter-industrywage and profit differentialsthat has recently been highlighted in the empirical literature. Note, in the above example the equilibrium distribution of wages offered is a mixture of the two underlying distributionsof wages across employers of the same type and the proportion of high productivity employers. As shown in Mortensen (1990), this result holds for any finite number of productivitytypes. In other words, when there are n productivitytypes among employers, the equilibriumdistribution of wage offers is a mixture of n distributions,one for each type, with weights equal to the relative frequency of types. An employerwith productivitypj will offer a wage at least as great as one with productivityPj-i (pj >pj-): that is, the support of the distributionof wage offers associated with employerswith productivitypj, [w1,w1) is such that wj_1 = wj. Hence, when there are n productivity types, the market distribution of wage offers has n - 1 'kinks.'Between these 'kinks,'the distribution satisfies (35). Below we briefly consider the case of a continuum of productivitytypes. In this case there is a unique wage associated with each productivitytype. This fact implies the market distributionof wage offers is a transformationof the underlyingdistribution of productivitytypes.9 Let J(p) denote the proportion of employerswith productivityno greater than p. Assume J is continuous and differentiable with support [p, p]. Keeping things as simple as possible, we again assume A1= AO= A, which implies R = b from (5). As all wage offers must be at least as great as the common worker reservationwage, b, only employerswith productivityp ? b can make a profit and hence will participate. Hence, without loss of generality assume that p ? b. As the argument made above in the case of two employer types applies here as well, the employer making the lowest offer will be the least productive. Because all unemployed workers accept if the offer exceeds R = b and all the employer's workers will leave in response to an outside offer, the lowest offer is profit maximizingif and only if it equals b, that is, (36)



w(p)=b.



For any employer of productivitytype p > p, steady-state profit is determined by a wage choice. Hence, (37)



9Bontemps



7r(p) = max{ (p - w)l(wlb, web



F)}.



et al., (1997) independently derive and characterize the same equilibrium solution.
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The first-orderconditionfor an interior solution is (38) (38)



1,



(p-w)V( (P - W)[l'(wlbF) r



2kF'(w)



r



]



F) Il(wlIb,



=(p - W) 1+k(1-Fw)) ~



~)



11 J



from (10). Finally, the sufficientsecond-ordercondition is (39)



F" (w)[1 + k(1



-



F(w))]



-



2k[F (w)]2 < 0.



A wage offer distribution F is an equilibriumsolution to the wagepostinggame if and only if it satisfies (38) and (39) for all p E (b, p] with lower support equal to b from (36). Below we construct a unique distributionfunction with this property.The principal insight used is that all employerswith the same productivitymust offer the same wage in the case of a continuum of productivity types. The wage offer correspondence that maps productivity to the wage offer is a function w(p) that satisfies the first-orderprofit maximizationcondition (38), so that (40)



F(w(p))



for all p E [b, p].



=J(p)



Substitutingfrom (40) into (38), the first-orderordinarydifferential equation follows _[p



(41)



-



w(p)]2kJ'(p)



1 +k[l -J(p)]



w'(P)-



As (36) provides a boundary condition, its solution w(p) is unique and, consequently, the equilibriumoffer distributioncandidate is unique. To complete the existence proof, it is sufficient to show that the candidate satisfies the second-order profit maximizationcondition (39). That it does follows from a more explicit representation of the solution to (41). For this purpose, define (42)



-21og(1 + k(1-J(p))).



T(p)



It follows that (43)



T'(p)=



2kJ'(p) [1 +k(1-J(p))]



Substituting(43) into (41) it follows that (44)



w'(p)



+ T'(p)w(p)



= T'(p)p.



Any solution to this differential equation must satisfy (45)



w(p)eT(P)



= J xT/(x)eT(x)



de +A
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where A is the constant of integration. However, therefore (46)



d = pe(p



fxT'xT(x)



-



deT(x)/dX



beT(b)- JPeT(x)



=



TU(x)eT(x)



and



X



Hence, (45) can be written as



w(p) =p + e T(P)[A-



beT(b)]



-



dx.



eT(P)JPeT(x)



As we have already established that w(b) = b, condition (36), it follows that A



= beT(b)



and w(p) =p



dX.



-e-T(P)JPeT(x)



Finally, as eT(p)



=



[1 + k(1 - J(p))]2 from definition (42), the wage-productivityprofile is (47)



W(p)



=p7 - fb(



1



dx.



+ k(1 -J(x))



By differentiation



(48)



w'(p)



=



1+k(l-J(p)) bP( [1 + k(1 -J(x))



2kJe(p\rP(



dx>0



forallp>b.



>0



forallp>b.



]2



Consequently, equations (40) and (48) imply 1



(49)



F(w(p))



=



)



P( l+k(1-J(p)) 2kfd( b [1 +



k(1 - J(x))]



By completely differentiating the first-order condition for profit maximization(38) with respect to p, equations (48) and (49) imply (50)



F" (w( p)) [1 + k(l -F(w(p)))] ((2kF(w(p)))



-



2k[F'(w( p))]2
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In other words, the second-order condition for profit maximization holds on the support of J(p) and consequently on the support of F(w). When jobs have the same productivity,the equilibriumwage distributionhas an increasing density, a fact implied by equation (16) in the case of a degenerate distribution of reservation wage rates, and equations (25) and (29) in the more general case. Indeed, for large values of the offer arrivalrates, most wage offers are bunched in a neighborhood to the left of the common value of marginalrevenue, p. This property, one shared with the perfectly competitive case, implies that the long flat right tail observed in the earnings distributions must be explained by heterogeneity in worker productivityor job productivity.The model in this section implies that job productivity differences can indeed generate a right skew even without skewing in the distribution of productivities. For example, if the distribution of productivityJ(p) is uniform on the support [b, P], where, without loss of generality for the point at issue b = 0 and j = 1, then kp2 k W(P)=



by equation (47). By differentiating (40) and the equation above twice and then substituting appropriately,one finds that the offer density declines throughout its support. Namely, J"(p) -F'(w(p))w"(p) W'(p)



5.



F'(w(p)) P



CONCLUSION



The unique equilibriumsolution to a wage posting game in which a continuum of individual employers choose permanent wage offers and a continuum of workers search by randomlyand sequentiallysamplingfrom the set of offers is characterized. In contrast to Diamond's (1971) conclusion, the principal result of the paper is that wage dispersion is a robust outcome when informationabout the individualoffers is incomplete, provided that workers search while employed as well as when unemployed. The unique solution for the equilibrium distribution of wage offers is constructed for three cases: (i) identical workers and employers, (ii) identical employers and an atomless distribution of worker supply prices, and (iii) identical workers and an atomless distributionof employer productivities. A question arises whether the solution derived in the paper is also an equilibrium of a more general repeated game in which employers cannot precommit to a wage offer once and for all. Coles (1997) provides an affirmativeanswerto the question by showing that our solution is the limit of a particular sequential equilibrium of the more general game as the common rate of time discount tends to zero. Cole also shows that this equilibrium solution is supported by a 'reputation' for not cutting wage rates. However, other equilibria also exist once the precommitment requirement is relaxed.
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